








 

 

 

 



Comments/Suggestions: 

 

 

 

 

Nothing 

Nothing 

Everything is excellent in our collage 

we want to use acess internet in the library. 

We want to use acess internet in the library. 

Need proper timetable 

i am happy with all the facilities given in college.  

I am satisfy with this college.... 

. 

.. 

i appreciate to my college for better education facilities and having a professional lecturer.  

No suggestions 

All good 

ritik gupta 

Library, sports &Admission was good n well thank you gives us good kind of facilities 

All good nothing else.. 

Always be pesifility 

proper cleaniless should be maintain 

NO SUGGESTIONS. 

NO SUGGESTIONS 

please keep more staff to look after washroom and college cleanliness 

i am happy with all daily routine work of college 

proper hygiene facility should be provided 

collge must get some new innovative ideas 

According to my perspective I think that our college should pay attention in the faculty and 

allmthe other things related to their students 

all are fine 

According to myself there should be actions misbehaving. Also there should be different teachers 

for each subject. 

it is beter coolege 

They should pay attention on the faculty, Time table should be provide properly at the time 

time table must be provided and they should provide proper faculties due to frequent change of 

faculty there is lot of problem faced by the students. 

NO SUGGESTION TILL NOW 

improve the relationship with students so that they can feel free in college. 

they should provide proper faculties due to frequent change to faculty there is lot of problems 

faced by the students. 



they should provide proper faculties due to frequent changes to faculty there is lot of problems 

faced by the students 

need proper timetable 

there is no suggestion to give 

No Suggestion to give 

i always enjoyed in this college 

need proper time table need sports lectures need clean class daily need proper sports materials  

Need proper time table Need regular sports lecture Need to clean class daily Need proper sports 

materials 

i am satisfied with all the facilities provided. 

college are always properly work 

I AM SATISFIED FROM ALL THE FACILITY 

we have no library lecture then when i am reading a books. 

i am satisfied with all the facility provided. 

We need h new teacher 

shivaninakum439@gmail.com  

Bring more books in library 

Same facilities are good but & same facilities are not satisfied ....  

None 

Nothing to say collage is providing all the thngs whch we need 

Just to see first floor boys tolet always in one tolet water is going waste 

College is not a college it is like a temple it's like a heaven I am very appreciative by me because 

I am a student of this college and I am very glad to say it ;) 

No  

no 

The college have to improve the office staff s especially teachers who are targeted the students 

who always beat students by their words  

The library staff is co-operative and good and are very friendly and helpful. 

Provide books for exam purpose 

Need for a better canteen 

Clg csmpus is very comfortable to everyone 

Nil 

Nothing to suggest 

helpfull always. 

The office staff is co-operative but sometimes they act like there is no one 

There is no suggestions 

No suggestions  

There is a only one suggestion from my side to please just listen students side and feel the ir 

problems as college problems... and make decision on it🤗 

All things are good  

When library books are needed at sometime then they are not providing then library teacher says 

that time of issuing books has been completed now u r not ...this is not the way in other institute 

library is available for whole year .. 



At the time of admission they tell they will do all the activity but after taking admissions they don’t 

conduct any activity so please what u tell u fill it plzz it kind request .  

It a super college 

Provide us with more facility in library . And also change our admin 

College has given good facilities to students . 

Provided various types of books ex., political 

Kindly no suggestions for me 

Good 

No 

All facility are Good 

All facility are Good as per we want 

All facilities are Good as per we want 

Provide books for study at home 

Solution 

nothing 

Colleg internent dosn't work proprly 

Don't prefer junk food in college canteen, because is not good for health 

Don't prefer us junk food in college canteen, because is not good for health 

We don't get access the sports room 

All facilities are good 

No Suggestion 

No comments 

Everything thing is good 

All are ok but something have to improve in library 

All things all good 

no comments 

Nice paper 

Anita Bijarnia 

 


